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*Int. A.L.R. 138  In Videocon v Union of India, the Supreme Court of India held that an express choice

of a foreign law governing the arbitration agreement would amount to the exclusion of jurisdiction of

Indian courts in cases of international commercial arbitration. While the decision has been widely

welcomed as progressive, this article argues that the judgment is a setback to certain essential concepts

of international arbitration. It also attempts to answer some selected questions with respect to the

nature of plural arbitrations--an important issue in multiparty contract arbitration that has escaped

attention. The article argues that the impact of Bhatia International ratio has created a set of authorities

in the last decade in India, which has made the job of the legislature more complicated than if it had

been corrected earlier.

Introduction

Recently the Supreme Court of India added another decision 1 to the continuing plethora of cases dealing

with an erroneous principle of law laid down in Bhatia International v Bulk Trading. 2 Bhatia International

laid down the principle that Part I of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act 1996 (the Indian Act) applies to

all international commercial arbitrations, without reference to its seat, unless parties expressly or by

implication exclude its application 3 (this position is referred to as the Bhatia ratio). This gave Indian

courts jurisdiction even over international arbitrations seated outside India, thereby necessarily causing a

conflict of jurisdiction with courts of the seat of arbitration. 4 With Bhatia International, Indian arbitral

regime took a detour into hitherto unknown territories to the rest of the world.

Some commentators had initially welcomed the Bhatia International decision. It was considered

supportive of arbitration as it allowed Indian courts to grant provisional measures in international

arbitrations held outside India, which was otherwise not permissible under the Indian Act. 5 The

honeymoon turned out to be short lived. The wide scope of the Bhatia ratio led Indian courts to assume

jurisdiction in other matters governed by Part I of the Indian Act in foreign-seated international

arbitrations--most notably appointment of arbitrators 6 and annulment of awards. 7

Like the proverbial drowning man clutches at a straw, the post-Bhatia International decisions have been

struggling to take the “implied exclusion” escape route mercifully left open in the Bhatia ratio. This case

adds one more to that list by holding that an express choice of foreign law governing arbitration

agreement implies exclusion of Pt I of the Indian Act. There are two other reasons why this decision is of

particular importance--(a) its fallacious analogy between curial law 8 and law governing arbitration

agreement; and (b) its failure to consider the nature of plural arbitrations under a common arbitration
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clause between different parties.

Background

Videocon Industries Limited (Videocon) filed this Special Leave Petition against an order of the Delhi High

Court under s.9 of the Indian Act, where the Union of India (Respondent) sought: (a) declaration that

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia is the seat of arbitration and (b) direction to the tribunal to continue hearings in

Kuala Lumpur. The Delhi High Court had rejected Videocon's jurisdictional challenge. 9

A Production Sharing Contract (PSC) was entered into on October 28, 1994 between the Respondent on

one side and a consortium of four companies, including Videocon on the other. Certain disputes arose

between the parties and were submitted to arbitration. Three different *Int. A.L.R. 139  arbitration

proceedings were held by the same tribunal between the Respondent and three of the four consortium

partners respectively 10 .

The PSC provided for the contract to be governed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of India.

The arbitration clause provided that the “venue of … arbitration proceeding, unless the parties otherwise

agree, shall be Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia” and that “the arbitration agreement shall be governed by the

laws of England”. 11 In a clause not extracted in the decision, parties agreed to arbitration in accordance

with the provisions of UNCITRAL Model Law. 12

Due to the outbreak of SARS, the tribunal held its first hearing in Amsterdam and subsequent hearings in

London. No party objected to the same. The tribunal in an Order dated November 15, 2003 in the

arbitration proceeding concerning the parties to the SLP, recorded: “By consent of parties, seat of

Arbitration is shifted to London”. 13

Hearings continued and the tribunal passed a partial award on March 31, 2005. The Respondent

challenged the same in the High Court of Malaysia. Videocon opposed the action on jurisdictional grounds

citing change of seat to London. To the best of information available, this case is still pending in the

Malaysian courts.

The Respondent later made a request to the tribunal to conduct further hearings in Kuala Lumpur, which

was denied. Aggrieved, the Respondent filed the s.9 petition in Delhi High Court. 14

Delhi High Court's Decision

The Delhi High Court relied on Bhatia International to note that the jurisdiction of Indian courts are not

barred in cases of international commercial arbitrations merely because it is seated outside India. It,

however, refused to decide whether the jurisdiction of the court was ousted by an implied exclusion,

reasoning that such a call in the given circumstances would entail an examination of merits. The Court

noted that since there was a dispute between the parties as to the seat of arbitration, neither Malaysian

courts nor English courts would have clear jurisdiction. Nonetheless, it assumed jurisdiction on grounds

that in the absence of a clear seat, the curial law would be the same as proper law of the contract, i.e.

Indian law.

Strangely, the court failed to give due consideration to the fact that there was a clear choice of seat both

in the arbitration clause (Kuala Lumpur) and in a consent order passed by the tribunal changing it to

London. Therefore, treating this case as one where there was no agreement on seat is erroneous. This

could set a strange precedent where an aggrieved party could invoke Indian courts' jurisdiction merely

by disputing an otherwise agreed seat of arbitration. Fortunately, the decision stands vacated by the

apex court's judgment.

Delhi High Court's decision to assume jurisdiction under s.9 is based on a superfluous assumption that if

it did not do so, the arbitration would come to a standstill. It failed to appreciate that prima facie the
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jurisdiction lay with English courts (since the seat was changed to London by consensus) unless the

English courts held such change to be invalid, in which case Malaysian courts would have jurisdiction.

Without appreciating this, it simply assumed that both courts would deny jurisdiction and it was therefore

necessary for it to “facilitate arbitral proceedings”.

Supreme Court's Decision

The Supreme Court chose to first decide whether the change of seat from Kuala Lumpur to London by a

consent order was valid. It relied on a clause in the PSC which recorded:

“This Contract shall not be amended, modified, varied, or supplemented in any respect except by an

instrument in writing signed by all the Parties….”

Since this particular arbitration was only between two out of the five parties to the PSC, the change

recorded in the consent order by the tribunal could only be read as a change of venue of hearings and

not of the seat. The underlying rationale was that the arbitration clause in the PSC could not be amended

by agreement between two of the five parties.

The court referred to s.3 of the English Arbitration Act 1996 and interpreted it to conclude that English

Law does not permit an arbitral tribunal to change the seat once the parties have agreed on it. To

support its conclusions it stressed the distinction between juridical seat of arbitration and its venue.

The Court then considered the question of its jurisdiction, which essentially meant deciding whether

there was an implied exclusion of Pt I of the Act. It considered in detail the ratio of Bhatia International

to conclude that an implied exclusion was permissible. It also relied on Satyam Computers 15 , which

followed the ratio of Bhatia to its logical conclusion and held that Indian courts could annul foreign

awards (to be distinguished from refusing enforcement). It then approvingly referred to Gujarat High

Court's decision in Hardy Oil v HOECL 16 , where an implied exclusion was read when the arbitration

clause provided for the curial law to be English law.

*Int. A.L.R. 140  Drawing analogy with Hardy Oil, the court held that there was an implied exclusion of

Pt I of the Indian Act in the present case as the parties had specifically chosen English law as the law

governing arbitration agreement. 17 The decision does not, however, discuss why the choice of curial law

and law governing the arbitration agreement should lead to the same conclusion.

Two Wrongs to a Right Result

Initial reactions to the decision in Videocon has been predictable--since it denies jurisdiction of Indian

courts, it has been welcomed as progressive. Minor criticisms have been tempered down with a sense of

“all is well that ends well”. But every progressive idea must evolve from an old one, through the Hegelian

dialectical process. The first step in that process is contradiction. Therefore, it is imperative for a rapid

progression to an evolved legal position that contradictions in an otherwise positive decision are

recognised. This decision invites critique on the following two broad considerations:

Nature of Plural Arbitrations in a Multi-Party Contract

The most striking feature of this decision is that it deals with the rare case of plural arbitrations

originating from a multi-party contract. 18 Three distinct arbitration proceedings leading to different

awards were initiated under the same arbitration clause. While the Respondent in this case was a

common party in all proceedings, three of the four consortium partners were respectively the other party

in each of the three arbitrations before the same tribunal.

Should each of these arbitrations be characterised as international commercial arbitration? Will each

award qualify as a foreign award? Are these questions to be answered strictly with reference to the

arbitration clause or separately for each of the three arbitrations? The Supreme Court did not address
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these issues at all. It seems to have escaped parties' attention as well.

No prominent precedent or authority seems to exist which may help answer these questions. Most

discussions on arbitrations originating from multi-party contracts have been focused on the problems of

appointment of arbitrator and the need for consolidation. It seems, distinct arbitrations from the same

contract between different parties of the contract has not caused much trouble yet.

The common arbitration clause on a plain reading provides for a consolidated arbitration resulting in a

common award. However, parties chose to have separate arbitrations concluding in three different

awards. While details of the arrangement leading to this are not available, it is safe to presume in

absence of opposition by any party, that this led to creation of three bilateral arbitration agreements.

This is not to suggest that in a multi-party arbitration clause, bilateral arbitrations necessarily require de

novo bilateral arbitration agreements. Given the specificities of this case, the author argues that it is

permissible, though not necessary.

Such agreements would be formally valid as recorded in writing in the arbitration clause or in tribunal's

order by consent of parties. Alternatively, it meets the requirement of consent by conduct as contained in

s.7(4)(c) of the Indian Act. 19 Once the formal requirement is satisfied, the parties can modify elements

of the arbitration agreement such as seat, number and manner of appointment of arbitrators, language,

etc. 20 However, the Indian Supreme Court failed to recognize the creation of these bilateral arbitration

agreements and proceeded on a presumption that the arbitration clause alone could govern all

arbitrations between the parties with respect to all disputes arising out of the main contract, with no

modifications permissible.

1. Effect on the Change in Seat of Arbitration

The court held that two parties in a five party contract could not change the seat of arbitration as agreed

in the arbitration clause. It relied on a provision in the contract, which prohibited amendments without

written agreement of all parties. This conclusion is based on the failure of the court to appreciate the

autonomy of an arbitration agreement. Based on the doctrine of separability of an arbitration agreement,

the validity, existence, and interpretation of it are to be distinctly considered from the underlying

contract. The amendment of the agreement, therefore, would also be possible independently of the

contract. 21

Another presumption on part of the court that led to this error was that the arbitration clause in the

contract was the only arbitration agreement in issue. As explained above, the parties had formed three

bilateral *Int. A.L.R. 141  arbitration agreements, distinct from the underlying arbitration clause. It

would be correct to suggest that all four parties to the main contract being also the parties to the

arbitration clause, this clause could not be amended bilaterally. However, this is different from holding

that two parties could not amend or create a de novo arbitration agreement between them, when other

parties had no objection to it.

The ratio of the apex court deduces the conclusion that parties are not free to design their own

procedure in cases of plural arbitrations off a common arbitration clause, unless all parties to the clause

are involved. Given that the Model Law stresses party autonomy on such questions and that the Indian

legislature has adopted these policies of the Model Law in the 1996 legislation, the apex court's

conclusion is unsatisfactory. 22 Party autonomy is an essential feature of modern international

arbitration. Unless mandatory provisions of the curial law are involved, party autonomy must be allowed

to govern arbitrations.

The court also cited s.3 of the English Act to contend that it does not allow the tribunal to change the

seat once the parties have agreed otherwise. The present case, however, was that of a party agreement
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which was only recorded by the tribunal. It was not a decision of the tribunal contrary to agreement of

the parties. This remark by the apex court suggests that the seat cannot be changed by a consent order

of the tribunal. The author submits that this is a pedantic approach that refuses to look at the conduct of

arbitrations in a pragmatic manner. It is common for parties to agree on various disputed questions

before judicial/quasi-judicial authorities during adjudication, which is recorded in consent orders. There is

no justification why the same should not hold true for arbitrations. Besides, it is absurd that the court

chose to decide the question regarding the change of seat without establishing its jurisdiction first. A

decision on the seat would have been relevant only if either of the two possible scenarios provided for

arbitration in India, which was not the case. The rationale based on which the court finally refused

jurisdiction is immune to whether the place of arbitration was Kuala Lumpur or London. Does this part of

the decision survive as a ratio despite the conclusion that Indian courts would not have jurisdiction over

this arbitration? Even if it does, what effect would it have over Malaysian or English courts, one of which

will eventually assume jurisdiction as and when called to?

2. International Commercial Arbitration?

The Indian Act, in s.2(1)(f), provides for a single factor to characterise arbitration as “international

commercial arbitration”--there must be at least one foreign party in the arbitration. Admittedly, both

parties to this arbitration were Indian. Therefore, this arbitration would be a domestic arbitration

notwithstanding the seat or any other foreign element, under the scheme of the Indian Act. If this

conclusion is correct, there would be no question of exclusion of Pt I of the Act, as such exclusion is only

permissible in case of international commercial arbitration. 23 Thus, the decision that Indian courts have

no jurisdiction would be incorrect, as per existing Indian law. However, since the court did not consider

the existence of de novo bilateral arbitration agreements, it characterised the arbitration as international

based on the arbitration clause containing foreign parties.

Another factor to consider is whether English courts are likely to assume jurisdiction in such a situation.

Sections 2 and 4 of the English Arbitration Act leave no room to doubt that English courts will assume

jurisdiction since the seat was agreed as London, notwithstanding any other agreement as to choice of

law. 24 This leads us to an inevitable conflict situation--in arbitration between two Indian parties seated

outside India, both Indian courts and court of the seat shall have concurrent jurisdiction. This is precisely

the conflict that Model Law attempted to resolve by adopting a wide definition of “international

arbitration” in art.1(3). 25 India having adopted a much narrower definition, such conflicts situations

cannot be avoided.

*Int. A.L.R. 142 Distinction Between Curial Law and Proper Law of Arbitration Agreement

Any decision that eventually holds a foreign-seated arbitration to be outside the jurisdiction of the Indian

courts is welcome. However, the reasoning by which the court arrived at the conclusion in this case is

flawed. Court relied on Hardy Oil, 26 which held that a specific choice of a foreign curial law necessarily

implies exclusion of Indian courts' jurisdiction. It then arrived at the inference that “[i]n the present case

also, the parties had agreed …[that] the arbitration agreement …. shall be governed by laws of England

…” (emphasis supplied). The error is evident-- the court draws an analogy between the choice of curial

law and the law governing arbitration agreement. These are distinct concepts influencing entirely

different questions in arbitration. 27

Curial law is the determinative factor in deciding which national courts have jurisdiction over the arbitral

process in general. 28 The curial law governs questions such as interim measures, appointment and

removal of arbitrators, mandatory due process rights of the parties, annulment of awards, etc. 29

Therefore, it is indeed an obvious conclusion that once parties specifically chose the curial law of a

particular jurisdiction, they must be implied to have excluded the application of Indian law for the same

questions. 30
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On the other hand, the law governing arbitration agreement is decisive of questions such as formation,

substantive validity, and interpretation of the arbitration agreement. 31 The liberty to specifically chose a

different set of laws to govern arbitration agreement is rooted in the doctrine of separability of arbitration

agreements. If an arbitration clause or agreement is to be considered a contract distinct and separate

from the contract in which it may be contained, it naturally follows that such distinct contract could be

governed by a different set of laws. However, the choice of law governing the arbitration agreement has

no direct relation with the curial law or to the determination of jurisdiction of national courts.

Given the substantial difference between the two concepts, it is not correct to say that if choice of one

implicates exclusion of Pt I of the Act then the choice of the other must do so. From the point of view of

sound law on arbitration, the result achieved in this case--Indian court denying jurisdiction in an

arbitration seated outside India -- is correct. Yet, the failure to distinguish between the concepts of curial

law of arbitration and the law governing the arbitration agreement is of significant concern.

Fallacy of Double Negatives

A basic premise on which the edifice of international arbitration rests is the legal fiction of the seat of

arbitration. If left to determination by principles of private international law, it is not difficult to see that

concurrent jurisdictions of different courts could be found to exist. Thus in modern arbitral jurisprudence

the choice of seat determines the curial law and triggers the exclusive jurisdiction of the court of seat. To

avoid all doubts and to provide flexibility to parties, the venue of hearings is distinguished and kept

independent of the seat of arbitration. Once the difference in venue and seat is recognised, it is safe to

declare that the choice of seat indeed has no other role than to indicate the choice of curial law and

thereby the choice of curial court. 32

Bhatia International failed to appreciate this basic premise. The obvious effect is that Indian courts now

rely on conflict of law principles to determine whether parties intended to exclude jurisdiction of the

Indian courts. 33 The old authority on this issue had been NTPC v Singer. 34 Being based on the 1940

Act, this precedent is not equipped to take into account the principles and policy considerations on which

the new 1996 law was enacted. Further, recent decisions of the Supreme Court have held that principles

in NTPC v Singer cannot override the sweeping pro-jurisdiction stance of Bhatia International. 35

Therefore, Indian arbitral regime is facing a double rewind on questions of determining the curial

court--(i) from a policy standpoint, it has been taken to a pre-1996 stage when the new law adopting

model law principles was enacted, and (b) the special conflict of law principles applicable to arbitration

pre-Bhatia International have been rendered inconclusive. All this has led to a serious compromise on

predictability of whether, in a given *Int. A.L.R. 143  situation, Indian courts will have jurisdiction or

not. While many decisions in the recent past have found a means to escape the Bhatia ratio through the

implied exclusion route, such stretched reasoning is eroding concepts that have come to be recognised

as fundamental to international arbitration.

One may argue that the only way to arrive at a positive result from a negative premise is to multiply it

by another negative. This may work in the realm of mathematical logic, but seems a dangerous route to

take in legal philosophy. Bhatia International was the result of reversed reasoning, i.e. creating

arguments to support a conclusion one holds to be just--instead of allowing reason to lead one to the

result that may be harsh, but nonetheless obvious. 36 By invariably celebrating decisions that manage to

read an implied exclusion of Indian courts' jurisdiction, the commentators and practitioners are validating

the very fallacy that led to the Bhatia ratio, i.e. the fallacy of reversed reasoning.

Conclusion

It is an extremely unfortunate fact that the ratio of Bhatia International, which is unanimously accepted
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

to be erroneous, 37 has been left to stand for almost a decade without any legislative intervention. The

Consultation Paper released by the Indian Law Ministry in April 2010 38 proposes to amend s.2(2) to

bring it in consonance with the wordings in UNCITRAL Model Law, so as to reverse the Bhatia ratio. 39 In

the author's opinion, the proposed amendment is inadequate. While it shall resolve problems in cases

where an international arbitration agreement contains a specific choice of seat outside India, it hardly

addresses the resolution of such issues when the choice of seat is unclear.

In the absence of seat, courts are left with the job of deciphering the intention of parties on the question.

In an attempt to tackle the Bhatia ratio, however, Indian courts have created an incoherent and

conflicting set of precedents in determining intention of parties by applying conflict of law principles. 40

Therefore, any correction of Bhatia needs to address this collateral area of concern. The Consultation

Paper makes no such attempt.

In order to remedy the situation in its entirety, it is essential that the legislature consider the solution

contained in ss.2 to 4 of the English Arbitration Act 1996. 41 It is only by defining the primacy and

juridical consequence of the seat of arbitration that a roadmap can be provided for smooth resolution of

complex jurisdictional and choice of law issues. It might also be advisable to define expressly some of the

primary policies that led to the new law in 1996, an inspiration for which can be found in s.1 of the

English Act. 42

Without such provisions, despite the suggested amendment, Indian law will continue to bear the burden

of post-Bhatia precedents every time the choice of seat is unclear or conflicted with choice of a different

lex arbitri. An important consequence of the Bhatia conundrum has been that many complicated

questions of interaction between private international law and arbitration have been brought to focus. It

would be a grave fallacy to leave these questions open without providing any guidelines. It is an

opportunity for Indian legislatures to align the Indian act to transnational standards on these issues,

even though the Model Law offers no specific solutions.

Sumit Rai is an associate at Economic Laws Practice, Mumbai since 2008. He is a part of the dispute

resolution team and primarily deals with arbitrations. He holds an LL.M from the Masters in International

Dispute Settlement (MIDS) a joint program of the Graduate Institute and University of Geneva. He is

registered with the Bar Council of Maharashtra and qualified to appear before all courts in India.
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Videocon Industries Ltd. v Union of India, MANU/SC/0598/2011 (Indian Sup. Ct., C.A. No. 4269 of 2011, decided on May 11,

2011).

Bhatia International v Bulk Trading S.A., (2002) 4 SCC 105 (Indian Sup. Ct.) (jurisdiction of Indian court upheld despite seat

of arbitration being Paris).

Bhatia International v Bulk Trading S.A., (2002) 4 SCC 105 (Indian Sup. Ct.) at [32] (“To conclude we hold that the

provisions of Part I would apply to all arbitrations and to all proceedings relating thereto…[I]n cases of international

commercial arbitrations held out of India provisions of Part I would apply unless the parties by agreement, express or

implied, exclude all or any of its provisions….”).

See generally, Raghav Sharma, “Bhatia International v. Bulk Trading S.A.: Ambushing International Commercial Arbitration

Outside India?” (2009) 26 J.Int.Arb. 357 (a comprehensive critique of the reasoning of the court).

While adopting art.1(2) of the Model Law, the part saving application of certain provisions to arbitrations held outside the

territory of a State was deleted.

See, e.g., Indtel Technical Services Pvt. Ltd. v W.S. Atkins Plc (2008) 10 SCC 308 (Indian Sup. Ct.) (where Bhatia ratio was

relied on to include jurisdiction of Indian courts to appoint arbitrator).

See, e.g., Venture Global Engineering v Satyam Computers Services Ltd. (2008) 4 SCC 190 (Indian Sup. Ct.) (where Bhatia

ratio was extended to include annulment of foreign awards).
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24.

25.

26.

27.
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31.

Also referred to as “lex arbitri” or the “law of arbitration”.

The decision of the Delhi High Court is not reported. All information concerning this decision is based on the extent to which

it has been reproduced or referred to by the Supreme Court in its judgment. Therefore, the accuracy of factual construction

in the case is also limited to what has been recorded in the apex court's decision.

See, Videocon Industries Ltd v Union of India at [4].

See, Videocon Industries Ltd v Union of India at [3].

See, Ravva Oil v Union of India MANU/DE/1736/2009 (Delhi High Court), at §4 (a matter arising out of the same contract as

Videocon, with a different consortium partner).

See, Videocon Industries Ltd v Union of India at [4]

See, Videocon Industries Ltd v Union of India at [7].

See e.g. Venture Global Engineering v Satyam Computers Swrvices Ltd (2008) 4 S.C.C. 190 (Indian Sup. Ct).

Hardy Oil and Gas Limited v Hindustan Oil Exploration Company Limited & Ors. (2006) 1 GLR 658 (Guj. HC).

See, Videocon Industries Ltd v Union of India at [19].

Unfortunately, this aspect of multi-party arbitration has escaped the attention of most commentators. The debate on

multi-party arbitration primarily concerns itself with consolidation, joinder, and intervention. Nature of each of the many

parallel arbitrations that might result from one arbitration clause remains uninvestigated.

This provision, based on art.7(2), second part of second sentence of the Model Law (1985 version), provides that an

arbitration agreement is considered to be valid if it is contained in exchange of pleadings where such agreement is not

denied.

See, J.F Poudret & S. Besson, Comparative Law of International Arbitration (London, Sweet & Maxwell, 2007), p.153

(“[n]on-essential clauses…are not subject to the formal requirements of the arbitration agreement”).

See generally, Emmanuel Gaillard and John Savage, Fouchard Gaillard Goldman on International Commercial Arbitration

(London, Kluwer Law International, 1999), p.197 (discusses the concept of autonomy of arbitration agreement, its effect,

and its applicability in detail).

See generally, Anirudh Wadhwa and Anirudh Krishnan, Justice R.S. Bachawat's Law of Arbitration & Conciliation (London,

Lexis Nexis, 2010), p.152 (comprehensively explains the extent of the concept applicable in India and lists the various

authorities that have upheld it in different scenarios).

Bhatia International v Bulk Trading S.A. (2002) 4 S.C.C. (Indian Sup. Ct) at [32] (which allows exclusion of Pt I only for

“international commercial arbitrations held out of India”).

These provisions clearly define “seat” as a juridicial concept and establish its primacy over a conflicting choice of curial law.

One of the criteria to consider arbitration as international under this provision is that it is seated outside the territory of

domicile of one of the parties.

Hardy Oil and Gas Limited v Hindustan Oil Exploration Company Limited (2006) 1 G.L.R. 658 (Guj, HC) at [16].

See, e.g. Dozco India Pvt. Ltd. v Doosan Infracore Co. Ltd. 2010 (9) U.J. S.C. 4521 (Indian Sup. Ct.), at [12]-[13] (court

considered in detail the three different systems of law that effect an international arbitration, i.e. proper law of contract,

proper law of arbitration agreement, and the curial law. It also notes the different questions that each system of law governs

and the fact that each of them could be different systems of law).

Curial law is determined (except currently in India) by the choice of seat. They rarely differ. If they do, the English solution

is to consider the seat as determinative and the curial law as an agreement between the parties (See, s.2(1) and 4(5) of the

English Arbitration Act, 1996).

See, Gary Born, International Arbitration: Cases and Materials (London, Kluwer Law International, 2011), at p.536.

See, e.g. Dozco India Pvt. Ltd. v Doosan Infracore Co. Ltd. 2010 (9) U.J. S.C. 4521 at [25] (where the seat of arbitration

and the curial law are both not India, exclusion of Pt I of the Indian Act is implied; in light of the Bhatia ration, the validity of

this decision is doubtful).

Gary Born, International Arbitration: Cases and Materials (London, Kluwer Law International, 2011), at p.249.
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32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

See generally, Gary Born, International Commercial Arbitration (London, Kluwer Law International, 2009), Vol.1 at

pp.1675--1678.

See Venture Global Engineering v Satyam Computers Services Ltd (2008) 4 S.C.C. 190, at [23] (ideally the court should

have considered whether providing “London Court of Arbitration” amounted to choice of London as seat, instead the focus

was to see whether due to a non-obstanate clause, Indian law would govern enforcement of award); See also, Max India

Limited v General Binding Corporation MANU/DE/1212/2009 (Delhi High Court), at §30 (where the court relied on principles

of conflict of laws applicable in arbitration cases from an old apex court decision despite such principles not being of any

relevance in the particular dispute before it).

National Thermal Power Corporation v Singer Company (1992) 3 SCC 551 (Indian Sup. Ct.).

Indtel Technical Services Pvt Ltd v W.S. Watkins Plc (2008) 10 S.C.C. 308 at [24]; followed in Citatin Infowares Limited v

Equinox Corporation (2009) 5 U.J. 2066 (S.C.) (Indian Sup. Ct.).

Raghav Sharma, “Bhatia International v Bulk Trading S.A.: Ambushing International Arbitration Outside India?” (2009) 26

J.Int.Arb. 357 (where the reasoning of the Supreme Court's decision has been analysed).

The fact that courts have followed it nonetheless does not change this situation. The Bhatia International decision is by a

three member bench of the Supreme Court which binds all benches in the country that have been faced with this question

ever since, as per § 141 of the Indian Constitution.

Ministry of Law and Justice, Government of India, Proposed Amendments to the Arbitration & Conciliation Act, 1996

available at http://lawmin.nic.in/la/consultationpaper.pdf (accessed May 17, 2011).

The Consultation Paper proposes s.2(2) to be amended to read, “This part shall apply only where the place of arbitration is

in India. Provided that provisions of Section 9 and 27 shall also apply to international commercial arbitration where the place

of arbitration is not in India if an award made in such place is enforceable under Part II of this Act (emphasis added)”.

See, e.g. National Agricultural Co-op. Marketing Federation India Ltd. v Gains Trading Ltd. (2007) 2 UJ SC 0768 (Indian Sup.

Ct.) (court read a clause providing for “arbitration in Hong Kong in accordance with Arbitration & Conciliation Act 1996” to

indicate Hong Kong as a choice of venue and not seat); Compare, Aurohill Global Commodities Ltd. v M.S.T.C. Ltd. (2007) 7

SCC 120 (Indian Sup. Ct.) (despite clause providing for exclusive jurisdiction of UK courts including matters with respect to

arbitration, court assumed jurisdiction), with Max India Limited v General Binding Corporation 2009 (3) A.R.B.L.R. 162

(Del.HC) (court refused jurisdiction specifically relying on an exclusive jurisdiction clause).

These provisions clearly lay out the scope of the various sections of the Act. It defines seat as a juridical concept and

establishes its primacy over a conflicting choice of curial law. It also defines and lists out the mandatory and non-mandatory

provisions of the Act.

This provision at the outset provides a policy context to the legislation--speedy and cost effective arbitration, party

autonomy, and non-intervention. This is an effective way to ensure that courts will take these into account in interpreting all

other provisions.
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